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     GO  PAN®

A note from the CEO on intellectual property . . .

      Based on the founder’s years of advanced education and training in the art & science 
of systems engineering much of our intellectual property is system-based for technology 
and market areas that spawn entirely new ecosystems & technology platforms, while 
having a singular focus on revenue generation.

     IPG’s proprietary products & services across each of our six market verticals and 
17 di�erent product lines are the result of the founder’s unique education, professional 
experience, and a deep understanding of the underlying building blocks.

     An important aspect of our technology innovation process is careful consideration, 
research, and analysis at the time of conception, of the marketplace issues, technology 
deployment issues, and providing multiple valuable propositions that stand the 
test of time.  

     As one example, secure mobile payment technology was engineered as an elegant 
solution to fundamentally improve the security and simplicity of secure mobile payment 
transactions, without altering existing payment infrastructure; resulting in proprietary 
innovations current mobile payment industry competitors simply can’t match.

     IPG has a very large portfolio of patents, patent pending applications, trademarks and 
trademark applications protecting our intellectual property; a large percentage of our 
IP in important technology markets is foreign-protected.
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